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About This Game

Michiru's quest to save the world by sealing the Chaos that threatens it is progressing flawlessly... except for the fact that her
fellow Magical Girl and rival, Kazuki, is 5d3b920ae0
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For all those cliff hangers in the ending of part 1, it's just a rain. Casual Kazuki's joke.. Well I bought the first one, so I may as
well complete the set.. More CG, but shorter than part 1. It's more serious and less easy-going than part 1, too. Still overpriced..
its really woth if u grisaia fans and also michiru fans to buy this game this game got light story with lot of joke and also got
baka&cute magical girl michiru as main char this game also got good artwork. Enjoyable. Not quite as good as the trilogy it
comes from but defintly a enjoyable VN.. A lot shorter than Part 1 but ties up most of the loose ends of the story. Dialogue is
funny and entertaining as usual. Everything else is great too.
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